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The continuous growth of privately owned and operated television stations drastically
changed the broadcast media market in Germany during the last decade. Since the mid1980’s, the commercial television industry, consisting of privately owned and operated
television stations, not only experienced tremendous growth in the number o f emerging
stations, but also in emerging financial power. As a result, the two govemmentally
subsidized television networks A.R.D. and Z.D.F., founded in the early 1960’s,
experienced significant losses in advertising revenue, market share and viewer interest.
From 1960 until the mid-1980’s, the German television system constituted a monopoly
financed by the German government.
However, the monopoly status o f A.R.D. and Z.D.F. ended in the mid-1980 s, when
SAT. 1, envisioned as a business opportunity in the German broadcast industry, became
the first commercial, privately owned and operated television station. The financial
success o f the new station not only opened the market to the competition, but also
created a trend that changed the German broadcast industry forever. During recent years
more and more viewers switched to the various private charmels from A.R.D. and Z.D.F.
The main reason for the commercial station’s popularity is the diverse programming and
the targeting o f different audiences. Consequently, audience and market share of the
private stations increased over the years, securing a stronger position for many private
stations in Germany. This growth development made the privately owned and operated
TV stations the main competitors to the public service broadcast networks in Germany.
In 1995 the existing private market is still expanding their programming and operation
facilities with high revenue earnings from advertising and new television channels. The
once dominate public service rivals are downsizing many areas of their operations in
order to reduce costs and stay in service. However, through the increase in programming
and production prices it has become more difficult for A.R.D. and Z.D.F. to effectively
compete with the financially stronger commercial television providers. The future of
A.R.D. and Z.D.F. looks all but promising.
ii
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CHAPTER I ;

Introduction
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Introduction

The continuous growth o f privately owned and operated television stations
drastically changed the broadcast media market in Germany during the last decade.
Since the mid-I980’s, the commercial television industry, consisting o f privately owned
and operated television stations, not only experienced tremendous growth in the number
of emerging commercial stations, but also in emerging financial power. As a result,
govemmentally subsidized television networks experienced significant losses in
advertising revenue, market share and viewer interest.
The two govemmentally subsidized TV networks, founded in the early 1960’s,
face an uncertain future. From 1960 until the mid-1980’s, the German television
environment constituted a monopoly financed by the German government. However, the
monopoly ended in 1984 when SAT. 1, envisioned as a business opportunity in the
German broadcast industry, became the first commercial television station. The financial
success o f the new station not only opened the market to the competition, but also
created a trend. Today the German TV market is becoming more and more
commercialized, similar to the United States and other European countries. Private
commercial TV stations are the main competitors to the public service broadcast
networks in Germany.
The continued success o f the commercial stations is comprised o f three major
changes in the German media market.
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A)

CHANGE IN THE GERMAN MEDIA ENVIRONMENT

B)

CHANGE IN THE GERMAN SOCIETY

C)

CHANGE IN THE GERMAN VIEWER

The additional channel availability resulted in more diverse and specialized
programming, offering the viewer a larger variety o f material from which to choose.
Naturally, the growing competition also decreased viewer interest and market share of
the networks subsidized by the German government. The commercial stations further
eroded the domination o f the govemmentally subsidized networks by offering better
programming and introducing new quality standards. The increase in television channels
also affected the revenue govemmentally subsidized networks received from limited
advertising. Local, as well as national advertisers, now had a larger market vehicle to
advertise their products to the consumer.
In light of the new competition environment, the govemmentally subsidized
television networks have begun re-defining their current programming, marketing, and
advertising strategy in order to stay competitive and survive into the next century.

Purpose o f the Paper

The purpose of this paper is to provide information for a greater understanding of
the television broadcast market in Germany. This paper analyzes the major implications
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and problems the govemmentally subsidized television stations experienced because of
the growing commercial competition. It also characterizes the various aspects and
differences in legal restrictions, management, marketing, advertising and programming
between the subsidized and the private station.

Contribution o f the Paper

By analyzing the major problems of the govemmentally subsidized television
stations in Germany, this paper will help the reader to better understand the differences
between privately owned and operated television stations and networks subsidized by the
German government. In addition, this paper will be of value to members o f the broadcast
industry in Germany and other countries, including executives, individuals involved in
television marketing and advertising, as well as programmers. This paper also provides
the reader with a more in-depth understanding o f the current, as well as the future
broadcast environment and services available in Germany

Research Methods

The majority o f the information used in this paper comes from the Reuters
Textline, magazine articles, specialized publications o f the broadcast industry, press
releases and in-house publications o f individual commercial, as well as noncommercial.
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Television Stations Selected in this Study

Due to the complexity o f the German television industiy, this paper will be
limited to two govemmentally subsidized public TV networks, A.R.D. and Z.D.F. and
eight commercial TV facilities. SATJ. RTL, RTL 2, PRO 7, DSF, VOX, SUPER
CHANNEL, EURONEWS, EUROSPORT, MTV, VIVA, the CABLE CHANNEL and N~
TV, private stations, are used in this study only as examples of commercial TV facilities.
Their annual operating budgets do not include governmental subsidies, but are mainly
based on advertising revenue. The focus o f this paper is on the “Zweites Deutsches
Fernsehen" (Z.D.F.), an example o f a govemmentally subsidized TV network struggling
to survive in the competitive media market o f the future. Z.D.F., which translates,
“Second German Television Network,” is one of the two oldest and largest public TV
networks in Germany. The A.LLD., the “First German Television Network” is older.
The growing threat o f private, commercial television stations in Germany today
affects both public broadcast networks. Throughout this study, various other privately
owned and operated stations are used as examples for analysis and comparison with the
ZD.F.

Television Stations Eliminated from this Study

The noncommercial affiliates o f A.R.D. and Z.D.F., and other smaller television
stations in Germany, do exist, but are not the focus o f this study. Instead the study
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focuses on A.R.D. and Z.D.F. because they are the oldest public networks leading in size,
market share, and audience share among the public service TV facilities. ARTE, EINS
PLUS and 3 SAT are three noncommercial television stations which target a specific
audience group with programs focusing on culture, education and art. However, they are
not strong enough financially, or in advertising revenue, market and audience share to
compete with other public or private television providers. Their existence, establishment
and growth in recent years have not changed the television advertising market in
Germany significantly and are, therefore, not relevant in this study.

Definition o f Terms
In this section, a number of important terms are defined in order to help the
reader better understand the standard terminology used in the broadcast business.
RATING

Method used in broadcasting to determine audience and
market share. Indicates the success of a TV channel,
station or network.

AUDIENCE SHARE

Part of rating. Determines the number o f viewers in
percentage who are tuned into a televised program.

MARKET SHARE

Defines market position by percentage o f a TV facility
among competitors.

TV STATION

One single TV station or channel.
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TV NETWORK

At least two or more TV stations or channels with the
same owner, management, programming, etc.

THE INTER-STATE-AGREEMENT
In 1961 the West German Supreme Court ruled that the
eleven federal states could set up the Z.D.F. in the form of
a public law corporation. This ruling also included legal
and financial guidelines of the TV network. This decision
is referred to as the Inter-State-Agreement, which led in
1963 to the beginning of the Z.D.F.’s daily broadcast.
THE NIELSEN MEDIA RESEARCH SERVICE
A private American company which conducts polls and
surveys on market, audience, and viewing share o f TV
programs and facilities.
THE GERMAN IMAS INSTITUTE AND GfK TELEVISION RESEARCH
Two companies that specialize in broadcast media
research, market evaluations and statistics. They conduct
surveys about advertising revenue, programming, market
and audience share o f individual TV facilities.
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CHAPTER II :

History And Development
O f The
German Broadcast Media Market
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Broadcast History

The broadcast media market in Germany is divided into two different systems, the
public service networks and private stations offering their programs to the public. The
amount o f commercial, privately owned and operated television stations in Germany
have been increasing on a steady basis since 1984, creating tremendous difficulties for
the major govemmentally subsidized television networks. Consequently, the subsidized
public service television networks have to adjust their market strategy, management, and
programming to effectively compete with the commercial stations.
Germany’s broadcast history is over 60 years old and dates back to 1935 when the
first attempts were made by German scientists and engineers to transmit a picture image
through airwaves to a receiving device. However, due to the fact that the televised
broadcasts were very low in quality and receivers were expensive and not a common
instrument in private households during the 1930’s and 1940’s, radio was the most
common information source available to the public in Germany during that time
(Z.D.F. International, p. 4).
Radio was used by Adolf Hitler and his political party as a powerful war
propaganda tool, airing censored and even false information about the war, manipulating
the German public in their beliefs and values. A new broadcast era started after the end
of World War II, when the Allied Forces set rules and guidelines for restructuring and
rebuilding Germany’s badly damaged political and economic system, as well as the
media environment.
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Formation o f the Broadcast Policy

A new broadcasting policy was put into effect by the Western Allies which
guaranteed television, as well as radio broadcasts, would be free o f governmental, as well
as individual influence in the future. The new broadcasting policy would prevent the
usage of the broadcast media in Germany as an instrument to manipulate people as
previously exercised by the regime o f the Third Reich. Consequently, the broadcast
organizations established after 1945 in the three occupational zones in Germany are
public corporations, controlled by supervisory bodies, representing a variety of different
areas o f public interest. The broadcasting policy outlines that the public broadcast
networks would be self sufficient and independent in the content of their programming
(Z.D.F. International p. 4).

Formation o f Public Network Stations

Before the re-unification of East and West Germany in 1989, Germany was
divided into 11 federal states, called “Lander,” with almost every state having its own
small broadcast organization. The need for a unified working organization became
evident and the A.R.D., a joint working group o f German broadcasters, was created in the
beginning o f 1950, televising regional, cultural, political, and various other kinds o f
programming (Z.D.F. International p. 4).
For almost 10 years, the A.KD. was the only public service television network in
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Germany supplying the German public with broadcasting events. In the beginning of the
1950’s, inspired by the increase in private, commercial television stations in surrounding
European countries and the United Kingdom, the German government, as well as the
German public, demanded more variety in television. Consequently, plans for an
alternative television network were made. In 1960, the German Television Company,
“Deutschland Fernsehen GmbFF was formed, to broadcast noncommercial, as well as
private, commercial information (Z.D.F. International, p. 4).
However, the broadcasting corporations in the federal states saw their
independence threatened and took the case to the Federal Constitutional Court, the
highest form o f jurisdiction in Germany. In 1961, the original broadcasting policy
changed slightly through the ruling o f the Constitutional Court in Karlsruhe, Germany.
The verdict known as the “First Karlsruhe Decision'^ rules that the federal states are
legally entitled to operate television corporations within their territories. As a result of
that, eleven federal states agreed to form a single centrally located, independent public
TV network under the administration of the individual states, similar to the A.R.D. This
agreement is commonly referred to as the Federal State Treaty o f 1961 and states in
Article 1, paragraph 1; “In order to broadcast the second television channel, the Lander
shall establish a non-profit entity under public law, which shall be called Zweites
Deutsches Fernsehen” (Z.D.F. International, p. 4).
As a result o f that agreement, the Z.D.F. was formed in 1961 to create a second
option o f television broadcasting for the German public and as a balance against the
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A.R.D. ZD.F. started its regular broadcast service in 1963 and has been one o f the
leading broadcast operations in Germany for more than 20 years. A.R.D., as well as
ZD.F. are both largely financed through the revenue coming from license fees
(Z.D.F. German, p.50).

Legal Limitations and Restrictions

The Inter-State Agreement binds the second German television network to legal
guidelines and restricts the network in many areas, based on the fact that the network is a
public service organization. Due to the changes in Germany caused by the reunification
in 1989, a new agreement was drafted, including the newly added Lander in the former
eastern part o f Germany. The original agreement was signed in 1991 by all 16 Lander,
defining in Article 1 that the network shall remain a self-governing, non-profit
organization under public law. This agreement assures ZD.F. independence in matters
o f programming and prohibits any government involvement. This new 1991 agreement
is referred to as the ZD.F. Agreement. It is basically an updated version of the original
Inter-State-Agreement o f 1963. Due to the political changes in the last three decades, a
re-draft o f the original bill became necessary. The ZD.F. is now licensed and registered
in Mainz, where the main broadcasting center is located (Z.D.F. International, p.4).
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Governmental Subsidies

Public network broadcast stations, such as the Z.D.F,, A.R.D. and several radio
stations, are financed in part through license fees. The amount of the monthly license
fee for radio and television is fixed by the prime ministers o f the various federal states
and ratified by the parliament. Every household in Germany is required to pay the
broadcast license fee if a radio or television set is used. Since the mid-1980 s almost
every family in Germany has at least one information receiving device, and due to the
quantity o f people living in Germany, the money generated through that fee is rather
substantial. Utilizing cars equipped with monitoring devices, sporadic checks are
conducted in cities as well as in suburban areas to catch people operating radios and
televisions without being registered and paying their fee. In order to get people to pay
the fee, penalties are set for illegal operation o f receivers. However, in reality, few
illegal users are caught and fined and still operate televisions and radios without being
registered. These individuals figure that the chance of getting caught is fairly slim, due
to the large population and the limitations o f monitoring vehicles and trained personnel.
The fee can be paid on a monthly, quarterly, as well as yearly basis to the organization
known as GEZ, which translates to “Gebiihren Einzugs TentralF', a central agency in
charge o f collecting fees (Z.D.F. International, p. 24).
The total broadcasting license fee in 1992 was DM 23,80 per month, which
includes the TV fee o f about DM 13,84. It is important to mention that the fee is slightly
lower in the new, eastern Federal States o f Germany. However, it is planned to raise the
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fee o f those “new” states to the standard of the “older” states in the western part o f
Germany. The Inter-State-Agreement defines clearly how the amount has to be divided
between the different broadcast facilities. Z.D.F. receives only about 30 percent, while
the A.R.D. collects up to 70 percent, due to the fact that the A.R.D. also operates radio
stations, the entire radio fee goes to the A.R.D. (Z.D.F. International, p. 24).

Television and Radio License Fee and its D istribution in Percentage
I Land media corporations

Land media
Startup
corporations funding of the
new Linder

ARTE

Nationwide
Public radto
radio service broadcasting

ZDF

ARDTV

The amount that the Z.D.F. receives through the TV license fees is not enough to
cover the operating costs o f the network. The public service network is therefore bound
by the Inter-State-Agreement to raise additional funds for Z.D.F. ’s operation through
television advertising (Z.D.F. German, p. 38),
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Budget of the Z.D.F.

Approximately 70% o f the budget comes from money generated through the
license fee and about 21% is allocated through television commercials, leaving an
approximate 9% o f the operating budget created through sales and the leasing of
equipment to production companies or organizations not related to Z.D.F. (Z.D.F.
International, p. 20).
The financial structure of the competing private television stations in Germany is,
however, completely different, due to the fact that they do not receive any funding
through the government. Almost the entire budget of the commercial stations comes
from advertising, which makes those stations financially very independent from the
government financial assistance. The budget necessary for Z.D.F. to function is
submitted by the Director General to the Management Board, and after being approved
by that first body, to the Television Council for final approval. In 1994 a total o f DM
2.307 million was allocated for administration, studios, and related technical services and
programs (Z.D.F. International, p. 20).
The ZD.F. budget can be divided into two areas, as shown in the two graphs
below. One area could be referred to as active budget, covering the broadcasting and all
related costs. The second graph indicates the costs for areas such as programs, business
expenses, and payroll. All numbers in both graphs symbolize million German Marks
(Z.D.F. International, p. 20).
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Operating Budget of Z.P.F.

INCOME:

2073.1 MILLION GERMAN MARKS
■ TV licence fees (1437)
■ Advertising and
sponsorship revenue
(436)
■ Sales revenue (34.6)
□ other revenue (165.5)

EXPENDITURE:

2307.1 MILLION GERMAN MARKS

■ Program expenditures (1307.9)
■ Payroll (520.2)
■ Business expenditures (194.8)
□O ther expenditures (284.2)

As previously mentioned, the annual operating budget o f Z.D.F. is composed of
three separate areas. The largest, approximately 69.3% o f the total operating budget, is
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the revenue resulting from the moneys generated through the broadcasting fee, every
broadcast customer in Germany has to pay. Revenue resulting from advertising or by
sponsorship is the second major source o f income for the public network, v^th
approximately 21.0% o f the total budget (Z.D.F. International, p. 20). However, it is
important to mention that the second German broadcast corporation also has various
other areas o f income, besides the two major ones. These areas are a composition o f
sales revenue and cost reimbursement. In addition, 8% comes from miscellaneous
sources. Furthermore, in recent years, the Z.D.F. has engaged in joint venture projects
with other private television stations to sell programming and to jointly produce new
programs with other commercial stations (Z.D.F. International, p. 20).

Z.D.F. Expanding into New Market Areas

In January o f 1993, an independent organization, Z.D.F. Enterprises was formed
to take over most o f the network’s acquisition and licensing affairs concerning
programming. The organization has its main office inside of the broadcast center in
Mainz / Lerchenberg, handling the network’s European involvement in production, sales,
purchases, and licensing of programs. An additional office in New York, which opened
later that same year serves and represents the network on the international level
(Hollywood Reporter, 2 Nov.). Professor Stolte, the current Director General o f the
Z.D.F,, was elected chairman oîZ D .F . Enterprises by the new company’s supervisory
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board. During the last thirty years, the Z.D.F. has come a long way from the size o f its
original operation. As part o f this growth the complexity and responsibility of the
program has also increased considerably. With the broadcast market in Germany opening
up and offering more options to the marketers, Z.D.F. had soon outgrown its capabilities
in the productions and acquisitions sector and was looking for a new and better way to
conduct its business. In order to stay competitive with the private market, the program
division o f the ZD.F. was taking on more and more responsibility, increasing both the
programming related business and the number of employees working in that department
(Z.D.F. German, p. 38j. Consequently, Z.D.F. Enterprises was formed in 1993 to act on
behalf of the ZD.F. in programming needs. However, it is important to mention that
ZD.F. Enterprises is dealing not only with the responsibilities concerning
co-productions, programming, acquisitions, and licensing, as mentioned above, but also
supervises the stations involvement in videos, books and music based on the ZD.F. 's
programming needs and demands (Z.D.F. German, p. 38). With programming becoming
one o f the most significant aspects in today’s rivalry between the govemmentally
subsidized television stations and the privately owned and operated TV facilities, ZD.F.
Enterprises represents an important organ o f the ZD.F.
In March o f 1993, Z.D.F. Enterprises purchased the television rights to several
Rosamunde Pilcher books, which the ZD.F. planed to co-produce with a German movie
company and other international production partners (Daily Variety, March). With the
purchase of the book material, ZD.F. Enterprises yoh is far from over. The sister
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organization o f the Z.D.F. is also in charge of locating and contracting production
partners, nationally, as well as internationally.
Future involvement of ZD.F. Enterprises in this project will include sales, licensing, and
distribution o f the material to other TV facilities (Z.D.F. German, p. 38).

Joined Broadcast and Production Projects
Since October 1993, the American network, NBQ is actively involved in German
and European broadcasting, supplying a “new” market with news and entertainment
originating from the USA. In March of 1994, ZD.F. and NBC SUPER CHANNEL ]oin&&
forces to enrich the European television market with broadcasting a multi-language
program. This was a new experiment for the ZD.F. which traditionally televised their
programs primarily in German (N.B.C.).
The new approach in 1994 saw joint programming by the SUPER CHANNEL
with program parts throughout the day in German and English. The London based
SUPER CHANNEL, with its German office in Munich, Bavaria, primarily airs programs
in English (Hollywood Reporter, 18 March). Successful American NBC productions
such as the •TODAY SHOWC the “TONIGHT SHOWC and other programs o f this
channel are televised in their original version. Some o f the news and magazine style
shows offer interesting and important information for many German and international
businesses, while other parts o f the programming are purely entertainment. However,
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based on a recently signed contract, Z.D.F. productions are also televised by the network
(NBC). The majority o f these programs are subtitled in German. In addition, the SUPER
CHANNEL also subtitles its programs in various other European languages for
surrounding countries capable o f receiving the multi-language station through cable, as
well as satellite (Hollywood Reporter, March).
Towards the end o f 1993, the second public service network announced a
production agreement between the Z.D.F.'s independent sister organization Z.D.F.
Enterprises and Hearst Entertainment, a sub-organization o f the American Hearst
Corporation. The contract between the two large media organizations includes future
cooperation, on the actual production o f the material, as well as the distribution to
broadcast facilities in the US, South America, and Europe. The lucrative deal contains
video rights, licensing of the co-produced material to third parties, such as other
television stations or networks, as well as no restrains on re-runs o f the jointly created
programs. Due to the success o f the last joint venture project between ZD.F. and Hearst,
future projects include ZD.F. productions to be dispersed by Hearst Entertainment in
South America (Hollywood Reporter, Nov.).
For quiet some time, ZD.F. has been considering plans to get involved in videoon-demand service and a satellite pay program especially designed for children, which
will cover a market and age group which are currently mainly serviced through the
private stations. With cable and satellite television expanding rapidly in recent years, TV
channels offer a great possibility for advertisers and marketers to target a diverse
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audience for their products. However, the technique of using TV channels as an
advertising vehicle to target specific age and interest groups are by no means a “new”
invention. These channels have been around for years with positive test results in other
commercial markets such as US, France, and England. Advertising and marketing
experts are confident that this “new” advertising trend could be transferred to the German
broadcast market and offer lucrative market opportunities and financial success
(Screen Finance).

Z.D.F. Program Sales to other Private Competitors
In 1993, Z.D.F. discovered yet another new area of revenue through selling
programs produced by the Z.D.F. to its competitors. The saying “if you can’t lick 'em,
join 'em,” seemed to have given the network the idea to make additional profit of its inhouse productions. Since then, previously produced programs, as well as material which
is currently being broadcast, have been successfully sold to the financially strong private
television stations.
Programs sold through Z.D.F. Enterprises are available as single productions and
program packages, and include a wide variety of material. Since the end of the 1990’s,
RTL 2, a sister station o f RTL, has purchased over 100 hours o f ZD.F. programs.
However, RTL 2 is not a primary competitor o f the ZD.F. Therefore, the material
purchased is not believed to directly compete with ZD.F. ’s own programming. There are
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no signs indicating that the Z.D.F. would be likely to join forces with its main private
rivals, RTL and SAT.I, in the future (Screen Digest, Nov.). In either case, the deal
between Z.D.F, and RTL 2 has proven that a limited co-excistance of the two television
systems in Germany is not only possible, but also profitable for both sides. The future
will show if other secondary private competitors will follow RTL 2 ’s programming
strategy (Screen Digest, Nov.).

Z.D.F. and TV Merchandising

Towards the end of 1993, the ZD.F. extended its profits through entering a new
line o f business. For the first time since the ZD.F. was founded, the network began
expanding its business into product merchandising. ZD.F. started a joint venture with
the video division o f the Bertelsmann Music Group (BMG) to advertise video
productions in the video sell-through business. ZD.F. and BMG created “ZD.F.
VIDEO" a new division responsible for the marketing and sales o f the pre-produced
VHS video cassettes (Reuters).
TV merchandising has proven in other countries, such as the US, to be a very
profitable market and offers great possibilities for organizations such as the ZD.F.,
which can produce video copies in their own broadcast facility at a very reasonable price.
Due to the large variety o f ZD.F. programming, the network has access to a large variety
o f different genres, such as entertainment, documentaries, and sports, to only name a few.
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Most o f the revenue in the video business in recent years was coming from renting video
cassettes. However, because the market revenue resulting from video rentals is declining,
and video purchases account already for approximately 7% of the total market, the
future options for the Z.D.F. and their TV merchandise seem quiet prosperous (Screen
Digest, Dec.).
Z.D.F. is not the first TV network tapping into this new lucrative video
sell-through market. Other TV stations in Germany have been successfully using the
booming industry as one way to gain additional revenue and to compensate for the
increasing cost of productions. Consumer favorites include a wide selection of special
interest programs which previously aired on the RTL private television network. Travel,
nature, sports, and children programs lead the list in high demand. Other specialized
programming such as cooking, gardening, and home improvement, to only name a few,
could join the existing TV merchandising market in the near future. Today, VHS
cassettes are available to the consumer in prices between twenty and fifty German Marks,
based on the running time o f the program and its audience popularity (Hollywood
Reporter, Oct.).
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Changes in the German Media Market

Changes in the German media environment, the German society and the German
viewer constitute the three main reasons why the two former public service networks
A.R.D. and Z.D.F. have experienced tremendous problems in audience popularity, as well
as declining revenues during the last decade. This chapter addresses the changes, their
significance and impact on the market in addition to the formation o f commercial
(private) television networks and stations. The first category “Changes in the German
Media Market” can be subdivided into three separate divisions, which are closely
connected to each other. The impact o f those three areas changed the German broadcast
media environment in the mid-1980’s.
Level I ;
Level n :

The Increase in Commercial Television Stations
The Expanding Fiber Optic Cable M arket

Level n i :

The Expanding Satellite M arket

The commercial television stations that exist today in Germany were founded
either by German media companies or by foreign, mainly US, média companies. In
either case, it is important to acknowledge the tremendous effect of the foreign influence,
which changed not only the German broadcast media environment in the mid-1980’s, but
also the viewer and thus the society.
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Level I:

The Increase in Commercial Television Stations

SATJ, the private (commercial) television network in Germany started
broadcasting its regular program in 1984. In the following years, other commercial
stations similar to SAT.l began targeting specific market niches overlooked by the two
public networks, A.R.D. andTLD.F. Consequently, the commercial stations offered a
program choice different than that o f the public networks. For several years neither
A.R.D. nor Z.D.F. seemed overly concerned about the private stations for various reasons,
including the immense financial capability and support needed to start up and maintain a
television network, and the illusion that they had the monopoly on quality and variety
programming, as well as viewer loyalty as they had had for more than twenty years. The
network executives of both govemmentally subsidized TV facilities believed that the new
commercial stations could not convince the millions of loyal A.R.D. and Z.D.F. viewers
to switch to another station (SAT. 1). Several decades o f TV broadcasting with high
ratings and positive advertising revenue ereated a false sense of security among the
public networks which blurred their vision and prevented them from realizing the
potential threat through o f the growing competition.
Furthermore, both networks believed that it was almost impossible for the small,
private stations to achieve, in only a few years, the success and viewer loyalty which took
Z.D.F. and A,KD. twenty years to accomplish. Even if the new stations could
established a financially strong foundation o f sponsors, would they be willing to invest
money for several years without seeing an immediate profit? It would take a long time
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before the commercial stations would gain enough popularity and viewer share to
effectively compete with their govemmentally subsidized opponents. The commercial
stations relied only on sponsors without receiving any financial support from the
government as did A.R.D. and ZD.F. Network executives of the two public networks
were under the assumption that revenue resulting from advertising could not entirely pay
for the operating budget o f the private competitors, let alone return a profit to the
investors. The ZD.F. was also certain that it was unlikely for the average viewer to
switch, afrer more than twenty years, from the public to a private network and watch
programs intermpted more frequently by commercial messages. The leadership at both
public networks decided not to act at first and ignored the situation for the time being,
forestalling action until the competition showed signs of gaining market share, rating,
and most importantly viewers formerly watching the programming. As a result, both
networks failed to make the necessary changes in their programming, marketing, and
management, which left them relatively unprepared and defenseless when forced to face
the new competition.

The Three Major Private Television Stations

In the mid 1990’s, the situation between the commercial and the public networks
has changed drastically. The future o f the public network stations in Germany is
uncertain due mainly to the defensive position both public networks had during the
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1980’s. As a result of that, the commercial television networks, such as SAT.l and many
others, had the chance to grow and establish themselves well in the German broadcast
media environment of the 1990’s. In only ten years, SAT. 1 created a secure position in
the German broadcast media market with a market share o f over 15% and a steady
viewer participation o f more than 62 million people (SAT. 1).
RTL followed in 1988 with the goal to become one of the leading private TV
stations. The beginning was complicated, due to the fact that RTL could not gain hoped
for access and broadcasting rights to American movie libraries. Consequently, the
channel focused on self-producing most of its programs therefore becoming independent
from outside suppliers. The quality and diverse in-house programming of the network
created a large audience. Today, RTL reaches out to 85% o f German households and has
become the station with the most advertising contracts. Besides the entertainment value
of the program, RTL is also focusing on news coverage (RTL). The ultimate goal is to
establish a reliable news source in the market and to compete effectively with the largest
news suppliers which are A.R.D. and Z.D.F.. In 1990, RTL’s advertising revenue was
already larger than A.R.D.'s. The channel has since progressed in its revenue areas and
programs and became one o f the three major private TV stations in Germany today.
PRO 7 was established in 1989, in an environment believed by many media
experts to be saturated by two private program suppliers. Only six years later this channel
proved that its programming and its focus on the younger generation was a market area
not satisfied before by the competing stations SAT. 1 and RTL. PRO 7 focuses on
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entertainment and has a steady 10% market share with over 70% o f its audience being
under the age o f 50. In 1994, PRO 7 could be received by approximately 50% of all
German households (PRO 7). The station is the second most popular TV channel in
Germany among the younger generation in 1994. This fact can be attributed to the
diverse, quality daily program of PRO 7. Full feature movies, information, family
programs, series, and high quality self-produced programs are the main attractions on
PRO 7. Successful American TV series, such as the Bill Cosby Show, captured the
attention o f 4.37 million viewers and created a loyal audience group for the commercial
station (PRO 7).
Based on the market share and the viewer participation, SAT. 1, RTL and PRO 7
are the market leaders in the private sector. However, a total o f ten other stations have
established themselves in the market since 1985. These stations are RTL 2,
the SUPER CHANNEL, the Cable Channel (Kabelkanal), DSF, Eurosport, N~TV,
Euronews, MTV Europe, VIVA and TRT International, a public service TV channel from
Turkey. More private and public service competitors are based in Germany, as well as in
other countries, and are expected to join and enrich the German broadcast market in the
future. This would bring the grand total to 30 television channels at the end o f 1994.
This total includes the major public and commercial stations, networks, their affiliates
and foreign TV facilities which can be received in Germany through terrestrial
broadcasting, cable, and satellite.
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Level II:

The Expanding Fiber Optic Cable Market

In the 1960’s all broadcast channels were received through the air with the help of
roof or in-house antennas, more commonly referred to as terrestrial broadcasting.
However, transmission quality as well as the channel quantity were limited and often
interfered with other frequency waves in the broadcast environment. In order to meet the
demands o f the future, a different carrier was needed to broadcast a large amount o f TV
channels, as well as other information, free of interference. In the early 1980’s, plans for
a nationwide cable network were made guaranteeing the customer a larger channel
selection and better quality. The 1990’s offered the German television viewer more than
a dozen TV channels through cable. In 1995, three commercial channels retain the lead
over the private broadcast competition. RTL, SAT. 1 and PRO 7 have emerged as the
largest private competitors to A.R.D. and Z.D.F.. Additional channels are planned for the
near future, allowing for an even more diverse television environment and creating an
increasing amount o f competition (Zenith). The three commercial channels mentioned,
as well as many others in Germany, are mainly received by the viewer through fiber optic
cable. By gaining viewing share, the channels also gained advertising revenue because
the households capable o f receiving cable programs have steadily increased. This creates
larger and larger potential consumers markets. In 1994, almost 14 million houses
received cable service, mostly through the Deutsche Bundespost Telekom (Zenith).
Political changes, particularly the reunification o f Germany in 1989, proved
beneficial for the expansion o f the private broadcast media system. Since the re-
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unification o f East and West, the broadcast media is gaining more and more influence in
the former GDR. Due to the fact that West Germany was ahead in setting up a fiber optic
cable system, cable is not as well established in the eastern part o f Germany. In western
Germany 54% o f the households receive their programming through cable while only
38% o f the households in the eastern part o f Germany are able to receive television
programming through cable (Zenith).

Level ni :

The Expanding Satellite Market

Satellite television is the newest form of transmitting information, allowing even
more channels, nationally, as well as internationally, to reach households. Satellite TV
has been gaining popularity in Europe during recent years, due to more affordable pricing
o f the receiving equipment, the satellite channel subscriptions, as well as the large
channel variety available to satellite service customers. Only 13% o f households in the
western part o f Germany currently receive their programs through a satellite antenna,
because o f the high existence o f fiber optic cable. The percentage o f houses with
satellite receivers in the eastern areas o f Germany is 32%, almost three times as high, a
direct result o f the lack o f a fiber optic cable structure (Zenith).
With channels such as TNT, Nickelodeon, Family and Discovery, expressing
interest in satellite use, a new satellite, Astra Ic was launched in May of 1993 by the
Society Européenne des Satellite, in order to meet the high demand of European
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networks and program suppliers. The 18-transponder satellite is currently serving
Germany as well as other neighboring European countries (Satellite).
With the era o f terrestrial television in Germany slowly but surely coming to an
end, and the private competition already successfully using satellites to increase their
exposure, A.FLD. and Z.D.F. planned, in 1993, to join the competition via satellite. The
public networks felt it was necessary to join the direct-to-home satellite service market.
With this strategic move, the public service networks wanted to secure not only the
viewers within their own broadcast area, but to also reach the high percentage of satellite
connected homes in the eastern areas of Germany (Zenith). Consequently, executives of
both public networks hope that more viewers will be exposed to their programs which
could positively affect the rating, viewing, and market share, as well as create interest for
national and international advertisers. The cost for networks to broadcast their programs
via the new satellite was about DM 12 million in 1993 (Satellite).
The booming satellite broadcast market is not a trend exclusive to Germany, but a
development affecting all o f Europe at different levels o f intensity. A variety of satellites
have served European countries since the late 1980’s. Kopernikus, TV Sat 2, as well as
Astra la and

are satellites which have met the demands of networks in the past.

However, their capacity has reached its limitations (Satellite).
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Availability of Satellite TV or Cable in Various European Countries in 1994

COUNTRY

RECEIVE SATELLITE TV

Belgium

96%

Netherlands

85%

Finland

50%

CSFR (Czech and Slovak Republic)

48%

Norway

47%

Germany

45%

Denmark

40%

Austria

40%

Ireland

39%

Hungary

21%

Great Britain

15%

France

4%

Spain

3%

Portugal

2%

(Die Welt)
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Changes in the German Society

The changes in the German society are partially a result o f the changes in the
German media environment and visa versa. While the media environment changed
during the last decade, the German society also changed and contributed to the growth of
the private broadcast market. However, the changing society can by no means be limited
to a single aspect. Many different causes, such as the increase in the foreign population
living and watching television in Germany, political changes, the booming economy, and
the foreign influence o f German TV stations contributed largely and helped establish the
private, commercial stations.

Foreign Influence from Outside Germany

With foreign media companies buying shares of German stations or affiliating
with already existing television facilities, the programming became, naturally, more
diverse. It is safe to say that with the increase o f commercial stations, the increase of
foreign influence on the German media market also increased. This not only left an
imprint on the broadcast environment itself, but also on the society. As a result o f that,
the “traditional” German society became more open minded and allowed international
programs to bring new ideas which gave different approaches a chance. CNN can be
used as an example to support this statement. CNN was not able to break into the
German broadcast market vvith its own TV station. Instead, it became N-TV's biggest
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share holder with 27.5%. This gave N-TVaccess to CNN’s worldwide news material and
at the same time assured CNN an influential voice that can be felt in Germany (Daily
Variety, Dec.). Besides CNN, N~TVis also partially owned by the US media giant Time
Warner Inc.. Furthermore, the East German Investment Trust Ltd., Germany’s Nixdorf
family and Hans-Ulrich Kuhlo, N-TV’s chief executive, are also owners of the German
all-news channel. Furthermore, the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) is involved
in the N-TV programming by supplying the all-news-channel with world news bulletins
(Daily Variety, Dec.).
Through the partnership between CNN and N-TV, the German news channel
became a much more serious competitor to Z.D.F., still Germany’s number one news
channel for many viewers in 1995. However, CNN is not the only foreign media
organization which owns shares in German television facilities. RTL 2 is owned by
Bertelsmann with 7.9%, the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung newspaper with 1%, Burda
Verlag publisher with 1%, the Tele München Gruppe with 37.6% and Heinrich Bauer
Verlag with 37.6%. However, because 50% o f Tele München is owned by the US media
group Capital Cities/ABC, an indirect foreign influence is also present in this case. In
addition to the American stake in RTL 2, the station also is owned to 15% by the
Companie Luxembourgeoise de Télédiffusion, adding yet another foreign influence into
the channel. Silvio Berlusconi, an Italian media business man and owner o f the three
major private television stations in Italy, is also one o f the owners in Spain’s Tele 5 and
the German sports channel DSF. Premiere, the pay-TV movie channel, is also partially
owned with 37.5% by the French media company. Canal Plus (Mitteldeutsche).
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Foreign Influence Within Germany

In the 1960’s and 1970’s, the majority of television viewers in Germany were
interested in traditional national programming w hich/É.ÆZ). and Z.D.F. provided. The
average viewer was also older than today. In addition, it is important to mention that the
average adult viewer in the 1970’s only spoke German. In the 1980’s, with the younger
generation being exposed to other languages, customs, and traditions through school
education, music, and movies, the society opened up its very traditional way of life.
Today, every middle and high school graduate speaks at least one foreign language, many
o f them two. However, English is the preferred choice of many graduates.
The foreign population in Germany has grown considerably. More and more
foreign workers have moved into Germany during the last thirty years demanding more
from the broadcast media market today than what the traditional viewers requested in the
1960’s from public television. With the borders o f countries surrounding Germany
opening up in the beginning o f the 1990’s, the foreign population increased even more,
creating a very diverse television audience with specific need to be satisfied. The fall of
the Berlin Wall in 1989 also had a tremendous influence on the society. Through the re
unification o f East and West Germany the population increased, and with it the audience
for the public networks, as well as for the private television stations.
With more Germans traveling within Europe and abroad, becoming exposed not
only to different cultures and traditions, but also to foreign television programming,
viewers started to compare and evaluate the “different” way entertainment and often
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news were televised in other countries and started to be more critical towards the
television programming at home. For many Germans the traditional, often conservative,
way o f programming that the public network stations televised was not sufficient any
more. Once their minds were influenced and expanded through the various broadcast
impressions from other countries, a new audience group arose.
Since the mid-1980’s, the number of people watching television, especially
younger viewers, expanded, creating a new market area that was not sufficiently targeted
through the public network stations. The programs o f Z.D.F. and A.R.D. were mainly
developed to satisfy an audience from 30 to 60 years of age and the public broadcast
networks left the area o f younger viewers wide open to the more carefully tailored
programming of commercial stations. The younger audience in Germany had increased
since the private stations started televising their programs. This age group represents an
important category in the German broadcast market of today. Beside the fact that the
foreign population increased in Germany, it is important to mention that the quality and
standard o f living o f the average German improved greatly during the last twenty years
which allowed many people to purchase more and newer television sets , thus increasing
the viewing audience in Germany (Zenith).
Even though the change in the broadcast environment, and the society, had a large
impact on the development o f the commercial television m arket, the change in the
viewer also played an important part in the growth o f the private television market,
addressed in greater detail in the next section.
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Changes in the German Viewer

The change in the German viewer is interconnected with the changes in the
broadcast environment and the German society. Television has changed over the past
few decades and with it the demands and needs o f the viewer. A more open minded,
better educated society has come a long way with its demands over the past thirty years.
Due to the larger charmel and program variety, today’s audience expects more from
television. While the television audience in Germany was formally seen as one large
group o f people with similar interests, network executives have realized that this group
can be subdivided into many groups, each with individual needs and desires. Private
chaimels were the first to realize this significant change in the viewers and structured
their programming in order to target the “new” markets. As more specific channels and
programs were offered, more groups crystallized in the general pool o f viewers, and they
became more demanding. The TV audience was no longer satisfied with the broad and
inflexible programming o f the govemmentally subsidized TV stations. Through the
change in German society a greater awareness and interest in other cultures was created
which caused the viewer to demand a more targeted, tailored and diverse programming
than previously offered by A.R.D. and Z.D.F.
Today it is not only difficult but almost impossible for any single station to satisfy
all the different groups o f viewers due to the large variety o f programming demanded.
Consequently, more and more specialty channels appear which are tailored to a single
interest group. Sports, weather, news, and pure movie channels are already in existence
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and are offered through cable and satellite. The popularity o f these channels is growing,
taking viewers away from the public networks. Other countries, such as the United
States, have experienced a similar development over the last decade, with more and more
specialty channels appearing.
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Program Variety at Any Cost

With the growing commercial competition offering a variety o f quality
programming to an increasing variety of viewer groups, the public network stations
realized that their program variety was the main reason why viewers considered
switching from their two govemmentally subsidized stations to the private competition.
The trend became more and more obvious. A.R.D. and Z.D.F. each shared approximately
half of the audience in the beginning o f the 1980’s, but a decade later the new
“switching” trend indicated that the private stations had gained about half of the German
audience share, leaving the public networks with much less. This reduction in viewer
participation caused chain reactions on both sides o f the market, commercial, as well as
non-commercial.
The private stations started a decade ago with virtually no audience. They now
control half o f the German audience and their popularity and revenue has increased
tremendously, while the public networks have experienced tremendous losses in the same
areas. Frantically searching for an answer, A.R.D. and Z.D.F. focused on their
programming. Improving their own program quality and variety became a priority
towards the end o f the 1980’s. The Z.D.F. in particular had one large advantage over
their direct competitors; they had the largest studio and production facility in Germany,
located in Mainz (Z.D.F. International, p. 16).
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From Program Variety to Mainstream

The programming on private and public service television stations has always
been a reason for controversy in the past among both viewers and program producers. In
today’s competitive broadcast media environment in Germany, TV network and station
programming becomes the priority. Programming is the major asset o f a TV channel,
because the popularity of a program has a tremendous influence on audience share,
market share, and ultimately advertising revenue and can make or break a TV channel.
Consequently, private and public service television facilities constantly try to add new
attractions to their current programming for three main reasons: keep viewers loyal to
their channel, interest new audience members to watch their program, and to prevent
viewers from switching to other program providers. When TV stations were first
established in the German broadcast market, they tried to provide a diverse program for
the viewers, hoping to interest specific audience and age groups. However, as statistics
have shown, current programming has leveled out to resemble the successful mainstream
structure o f programs offered by the competition.
Because each TV station is interested in increasing its own popularity and
extending its advertising contracts, the mainstream approach becomes a logical solution.
Unfortunately, quality programming and financial success do not necessarily come
together. Therefore, many channels have changed their programming by using a program
structure similar to other financially successful TV facilities to secure their television
success.
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Mainstreaming in television is not limited to similar program genres but also to
the appearance of traditional shows. In the past, A.FLD. and Z.D.F. have often portrayed
a more conservative look, especially in their major news shows. Private stations,
targeting a generally younger audience than the public service networks, utilize colorful
backgrounds and visually powerful fonts. Even the anchors, commentators, and reporters
often captured the audience’s attention through more colorful clothing than that used by
their noncommercial competition. Following the example of the many private stations,
A.R.D., in 1994, changed the traditional, serious “look” o f their main news show, the
“Tagesschau," by adding colorful backgrounds. The less conservative, fresh design is
hoped to have a positive effect on the viewer, especially among younger audiences and
help the channel compete more effectively with the private TV stations (tz).
Another factor o f success, besides popular programs, is the time in which
programs are televised. The more popular time slots are evening and night hours during
weekdays and Saturday evenings. Historically, A.R.D. and Z.D.F. had a firm grip on the
main news shows in the evening. A.R.D.'s “TagesschauF a newscast with a review on
the events of the day, starts at 8:00 p.m.. It is the oldest and most popular news show in
Germany.

New Program Strategies

While private stations have, during the years, taken more and more viewers from
the two public service networks, recent statistics indicate that A.R.D. and ZD.F. are still
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the leaders as far as news is concerned. SAT. 1 and RTL plan, in 1995, to attack the time
slot o f the “Tagesschau” with competitive, high quality programming. This is not an easy
move because for millions o f loyal TV viewers, the “Tagesschau^^ has become a tradition
in their lives. Many viewers start planning their evening program after 8:15 p.m. when
the main news show is over and either stick with the A.R.D., or switch to a competitor.
To date, the major evening movies and shows have been scheduled to start at 8:15 in the
evening. The new strategic approach o f SAT. 1 and RTL would change the evening
program structure and start their main program at 8:00 p.m., competing directly with the
market leader, A.R.D. Self-produced shows with popular German stars are considered
the most powerful weapon in the audience and market share battle (S.Z.). In a survey
conducted by the "Gong TV Magazine*' in June of 1994,1000 viewers over the age
o f 14 were asked if starting evening shows on the private channels at 8:00 p.m. instead of
8:15 p.m. would be preferred. The outcome of the survey proved that almost half o f the
German viewers were not in favor o f changing their viewing habits. 48% o f the 1000
interviewed viewers were against the idea o f the private channels competing directly with
the A.R.D. "Tagesschau." Only 23% found the new approach beneficial and 29% o f the
viewers had no opinion on this matter (Gong TV M.S.). Future statistics and ratings will
show if the private stations’ programming is powerful enough to change traditional
viewing habits o f millions o f Germans.
Saturday evening is another important time slot with high ratings and market
share, often seen as a family program spot, because statistics indicate that the whole
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family watched TV. Historically, Z.D.F. was the leader among all television providers in
this time slot. RTL changed its weekend program structure by offering a family game
show, or equivalent entertainment, at the same time as Z.D.F. Saturday evening prime
time has also become a target for many private channels, hoping to increase audience and
ratings. However, some private stations have been reluctant to join “the battle” mainly
because they did not have strong enough programs to broadcast against the traditional
popular “hits” the public service networks offer their viewers (NRZ).
The discovery o f the late night market in Germany created new programs and
audiences. Examples such as the ‘'‘'Tonight Show"' on NBC and the “Late Show" on CBS
have shown that there is, after 10:00 p.m., a potentially strong audience group available
which is waiting to be targeted. For decades, A.RD. and Z.D.F. occasionally targeted the
late night market, but now the private stations have successfully followed US industry
tactics and developed their own talk-show style late night entertainment In 1994, five
channels offered, for the first time, late night shows they hoped to establish in the market
place. Z.D.F. joined the “mainstream” and started televising the “Mondschein-Show”
(Moonlight Show) in July, 1994. The show is structured like the “Late Show with David
Letterman ” on CBS. With the combination of talk guests and live music, the Z.D.F.
hopes to secure an untargeted audience group for its network. In addition, this approach
is an experiment to add younger viewers to the public service channel which had, in the
past, focused their programming on older viewers (Focus).
Furthermore, the Z.D.F. has been trying, through other program changes, to
interest younger viewers. Both A.R.D. and ZD.F. are still considered more conservative.
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old fashioned and traditional, and it is particularly hard for the two networks to win over
the younger audience. The noncommercial TV providers, on the other hand, do not want
to lose the older audience, which represents a very important audience group.
Through adding shows for younger audiences, the Z.D.F. hopes to gain some
audience share among the people watching TV during the day and at night. Based on a
study concluded in the first quarter o f 1994, ZD.F. is still slightly leading with their
evening programs, ahead o f the “large three” private competitors, SAT.l, RTL and
PRO 7. However, during day-time and late-night, Z.D.F. and

are loosing the

market they once dominated. While Z.D.F. is still primarily targeting the older audience
watching TV during prime time, SAT. 1, RTL and PRO 7 is addressing younger audiences
during the day, as well as through late night programming. With a flexible, always
changing program schedule, high ratings and market shares o f a TV station can change
rather rapidly from one rating quarter to the next, depending on the audience
participation and the popularity of the channel. The chart below indicates which
channels lead, among viewers over six years of age, in the three time slots
(GfK-Inmarkt).
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Market Share of Leading Channels in Percentage
0994)
ARD

□ SAT1
PRO 7

DAYTIME
(6 am - 6 pm)

PRIME TIME
(6 pm -10 pm)

NIGHT TIME
(10 p m -6 am)

It is difficult to predict if the private channels are going to be able to establish a
loyal audience in the so called “main viewing time.” Based on past growth, the private
channels are confident o f their success, but with more private channels coming into
existence and the programming leveling out into a “mainstream structure,” a trend of
many private TV stations during the last years. Z D .F .’s priority should be to target many
different age groups with high quality programs. With Z.D.F.’s reputation for reliable
information and good family entertainment and the success o f some private TV
competitors, a closer working with the private competitors could be beneficial for both
the private and public sides.
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The Purpose of Television Advertising
Generally speaking, television advertising has two very important purposes for
private and public service television networks and stations in Germany:
A)

TV advertising provides a certain percentage of
total operating budget of a television facility.

B)

TV advertising offers product manufacturers and service
providers a modern, efficient way to promote and offer
their goods and services to potential buyers.

Advertising is an important factor in today’s economy, but it is also essential if
the entire media business is to function. Print media, as well as broadcast media, needs
advertisers and sponsors to help finance their operations. Operational expenses at a
newspaper or magazine generally can not be covered through the sale price of the printed
material. The same is true for radio and television programs. Because only
DM 15.50,- o f the entire broadcast subscriber fee o f DM 23,80,- goes to the public
television (in 1992), the noncommercial broadcast facilities need to externally generate a
certain amount o f their annual budget in order to continue to broadcast.
The DM 15.50,- does not compensate for the increasing production cost for the
programming o f the public TV networks (Z.D.F. German, p. 37).
Television advertising in Germany is divided into two different broadcast
systems, a private one and a public one. Although the programming between the private
stations and the public service TV facilities is becoming increasingly similar, their
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advertising stays quite different from each other. The public TV stations, such as A.KD.
and Z.D.F., increased their advertising during recent years for two reasons: to cover their
financial losses from other areas, and to provide enough revenue to cover approximately
40% o f their annual budget (Z.D.F. German, p. 37),
The problem with the advertising issue arises from the fact that the Z.D.F. must
obey legal guidelines and restrictions outlined in the Inter-State-Agreement. Paragraph
29 in this agreement regulates advertisement for the network, restricting Z.D.F. in
advertising times and the duration o f commercial blocks. However, the private channels
are not effected by the Inter-State-Agreement and have always financed their operation
through advertising, without governmental subsidies. Consequently, private broadcast
facilities do not have to follow the guidelines in the Inter-State-Agreement. This allows
more flexibility in their programming and their revenue options. The increase of
commercial stations provides sponsors with a larger variety o f popular channels from
which to broadcast their spots. Unfortunately, the Z.D.F. can not claim to be in the same
position. The network has lost major advertisers on a steady basis for years. ZD.F. is
trying to win sponsors back and add new patrons to their network by slashing ad prices
and making their programming more attractive (Daily Variety, August).

Advertising on Z.D.F.

The Inter-State-Agreement allows the Z.D.F. to air commercials only for
economic reasons. The total ad time per weekday allowed for ZD.F. amounts
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to 20 minutes. These 20 minutes are divided into five blocks of four minutes each.
Because the average length for a commercial is between 20 and 30 seconds, ZD.F, is
televising, on average, 12 spots a block. Television commercials after 8:00 p.m. are not
permitted. In addition, ads are off-limits on Sundays and holidays. The advertising
blocks must be clearly separated from the normal program that is interrupted. Therefore,
in 1963 Z.D.F. created six cartoon characters which lead the viewers into a commercial
break and back to the regular programming. These characters also separate the
individual commercials from each other within the advertising grouping. They are still in
use today, after more than thirty years and have become a trademark icon for the ZD.F.
(Z.D.F. German, p. 37).
The growing private competition during the last years forced ZD.F. to work on
improving their advertising and creating new ways to attract potential sponsors. A
revolutionary advertising and programming tactic was used in Germany for the first time
in 1992, using a commercial block in the main evening news at 7 p.m., separating the
news from the weather forecast. This new method kept viewers tuned to the station
while guaranteeing ad agencies high exposure of their commercials
(Z D.F. German, p. 37).
However, the fact remains that the supply and demand environment has changed.
Other competitors offer advertisers the same, or even improved exposure o f
commercials. Viewers are increasing steadily among the private stations which leads
more and more advertisers to reduce their ad purchases on public television. In 1992,
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revenues resulting from advertising were the largest growth industry in Germany. While
private television facilities raised their prices for on-the-air commercials, 2LD.F. and
A.KD. were reducing their charges for TV ads in order to attract new customers and
prevent old advertisers from switching to the private competitors. A.R.D. cut their prices
for ads by over 30% in 1993, compared to the year before (Daily Variety, April).

TV Advertising on Private Stations

For several years the private TV stations have been collecting the largest
advertising revenue earnings in the broadcast business. The primary competitors of
A.R.D. and Z.D.F. are gaining a higher percentage of the advertising industry in
Germany. The programming of the commercial stations, as well as viewer and market
share have been increasing in the past, positively affecting the advertising revenue of
these stations. The viewer profile of the private competition is comprised of new
audience members and o f viewers who broke their loyalty to the two public networks. It
is this switched loyalty and an increase in broadcast quality, as well as coverage, that
convinced advertising executives o f SAT.l and RTL in 1993 to raise their ad fees.
Consequently, prices for television commercials have increased at RTL by as much as
46.5% in 1992. However, in 1993, revenue resulting from advertising sales on RTL
dropped down to 27%, a decline that continued during 1994. This decrease in
advertising revenue for RTL was mainly caused by the slowing German Economy during
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recent years. This had a fairly large impact on the ad industry in Germany. However, this
development did not affect the private TV stations nearly as badly as it did the
govemmentally subsidized networks. The private network is still projected to earn over
DM 2.5 billion in 1994 through collecting advertising fees, while the chief executive o f
RTL, Helmut Thoma, sees the economy stabilizing in the next few years. With the
economy recovering, RTL has a good chance to establish itself during the next decade as
the top advertising network in Europe, according to Thoma, who looks very positively
into the future of private TV (Daily Variety, April).
The slowing economy during recent years had a much larger impact on the
advertising revenue o f the public service networks than it did on the commercial stations.
In 1993, newspapers, radio, and TV reported an 8% increase in total advertising revenue.
The combined total o f the entire media business amounted to over DM 21 billion,
according to a study conducted by the Nielsen Media Research Service. The commercial
and the public network TV stations have the highest exposure among all media and are,
therefore, the most used vehicle for advertisers in Germany today, and generated
DM 7.3 billion in 1993 through television advertisements (F.R.).
A.R-D. advertising revenue decreased by 23% in 1993 compared to 1992. This
reduction left the network with only DM 445 million in ad earnings. Z.D.F. was affected
even more adversely by the changes in the German economy combined with the growing
private competition. In 1993 ZD .F. lost nearly twice as much advertising revenue as did
its former rival network A.R.D. Almost 50% losses in ad earnings, compared to 1992,
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was a drastic reduction for Z.D.F. The network was able to collect DM 721 million in
advertising revenue in 1991 but could only earn 371 million in 1993 (F.R.).
In 1993, RTL improved its position from previous years and collected a total ad
revenue o f DM 1.84 billion, equivalent to 25% increase in ad profits. SAT.l came in
second with 23 % in ad increase, amounting to DM 1.3 billion. PRO 7, the third largest
private TV station in Germany in 1993, increased its ad income from 1992 by collecting
DM 670 million. The major, older private television stations in Germany have been
successful in increasing their ad revenue during recent years. The newer, smaller private
TV stations, such as RTL 2, N-TV and DSF^ reported the largest growth in advertising
earnings in 1993 (F.R.).
The trend toward more commercials interrupting regular programming and full
length movies might be beneficial for commercial television stations in Germany, but is
considered inconvenient for many viewers who find advertising on the private stations
very disturbing and annoying, because they are simply not used to commercial
interruptions. While common practice in many countries, especially the US, commercial
interruptions are still a fairly new phenomenon in Germany, where private television is
very young. The negative attitude o f many viewers concerning the increase of
commercials on TV confronted many ad agencies and commercial production companies
with a new challenge. Ad spots were originally inexpensive because commercials did not
require high production costs. However, TV commercials in Germany have changed, as
the television environment itself has, during the last three decades. In order to make
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advertising more appealing to people, ad agencies were forced to change their packaging
from a rather dull message for customers to an interesting, attention capturing mini
event, with the side effect of pushing a product or service.
Advertising in the 1990’s is often a highly labor-intensive production process and
very expensive. Some people even see advertising as an entirely new genre, as important
and enjoyable as sports and movies. A survey conducted in June o f 1994 rates the most
popular TV commercials in Germany based on 1200 interviews representing a cross
section o f the nation. The study indicates that innovation, humor, and style are the most
important ingredients in a good commercial.
Talking animals, in a commercial for the Toyota Corolla, topped the list in 1994
with almost 60% o f the viewers in favor o f the spot. Mercedes Benz, promoting its cars,
comes in at number ten with 8.2% o f positive viewer votes (Media C.S., June 1994).

M ost P opular Television Commercials Shown in Percentage (1994)
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The creativity o f the commercial is not likely on its own to increase the sales of a
product or service. Another important factor in the success o f a TV commercial
campaign is the frequency o f repetition o f the spot. Another study lists the ten most
televised commercials on the two major public service networks, as well as RTL, RTL 2,
SAT.l, PRO 7, DSF and the Cable Channel (Media).

Television Commercials in Frequency Shown (June 1994)

400 -

■ Sunil Aktiv
O Movenpick Brombeer
■ Sunil Micro aktiv
□ Lenor ultra tropenfrisch
■ Snickers
OCiticurrencies
■ Milchreis mit Sahne
■ Listen to the Sun
■ Junior Vorsorge
■ Mullenmilch Sortiment

The survey analyzed the frequency o f spots in the time frame from 6:00 a.m. till
midnight. The leader o f the list is a detergent followed by an ice cream company and
two more detergents in places three and four. Candy and dairy products are among other
items broadcast with a high frequency on German television stations. High frequency
advertisements are preferred by television stations, because spots can bring a TV facility
revenue ranging from a few thousand German Marks to several hundred thousand
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German Marks depending on the popularity and market share of a station and the
televised time o f the spot (Media).
A study by the German IMAS Institute conducted in July and August o f 1992
found that only 19% o f the viewers in the western part o f Germany and 11%, in the other
parts, reacted positively to commercial interruption of their favorite programming.
37% in the west and 68% in the eastern part o f Germany reacted negatively concerning
the advertising issue. In 1993 and 1994, the negative reaction of many viewers regarding
advertising interruption increased and turned some viewers away from private channels
with heavy advertising back to the public network stations (IMASj.

Problems and Concerns

Heavy television advertising is also creating a controversy of a different kind.
Adult viewers can estimate and judge for themselves if they like a commercial and if they
feel a necessity to purchase a product advertised on TV. However, children, depending
on their age, are often incapable of making such a judgment. Consequently, it can be
said that children, compared to adults, are affected quite differently by TV commercials.
The big question raised by both sides, ad agencies and people concerned about child
safety and well-being, is, whether children have to be protected against television
advertising?
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After being exposed to a commercial, a child’s begging for certain toys might
overrule the parents’ healthy and natural judgment that a toy is inappropriate.
Advertising for children not only puts tremendous pressure on the parents, but also has a
significant influence on the child’s friends and peers. After being exposed to a product or
toy through TV advertising, children will often buy the product themselves if their
allowance is sufficient, or “convince” their parents to purchase it for them. Parents are
often “forced” to purchase a toy which they otherwise would not have, lending credence
that TV ads influence the consumer behavior o f children.
It does not, however, give clear indication that advertising commercials might be
bad or harmful for young viewers in general, but a reduction in TV ads, especially on
children’s programming would not be harmful. It could protect young viewers and
prepare them as they grow older to become more responsible consumers. These reasons
and concerns led in October o f 1993 to the passing of a new law regulating TV
advertising on children’s programs. Based on this ruling, programs for children can no
longer be interrupted by commercial breaks. This new guideline mainly affects the
private television facilities in Germany and their progranuning, inasmuch as the
govemmentally subsidized stations do not broadcast commercials during the afternoon
hours when programs for children are televised (Gong M.).
According to a statistic published in 1994 by GfK Television Research in
Germany^ stations are faced with the problem of more than one million people switching
stations during commercial breaks. Stations are willing to try almost anything in order to
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prevent this from happening. Chances o f a viewer switching to a competitor decrease
when the rival station coordinates its commercial breaks with the time slots of
advertisement on rival TV facilities ( GfK). Private stations as well as the public service
networks are televising more commercials and at more times to match their main
competitors interruption o f regular programming for sponsor messages. Inasmuch as
tests have shown that the largest audience movement on German television takes place
shortly before 8:00 p.m. Z.D.F. moved its advertising block to a new time, starting
several minutes before 8:00 p.m., the time when the A.R.D. is televising its advertising
spots before the evening news. Z.D.F. hopes this programming choice will retain their
loyal viewers and to capture additional audiences.
Television advertising is essential and important for the operation o f TV
facilities, private or public, but also raises many concerns and doubts among viewers of
all ages. The smaller, private TV stations have been very satisfied with their ad
development since 1993 and hope, with growing popularity, for an even better revenue
percentage of audience and market share of the years to come. N-TV plans to double its
revenue in advertising in the next few years by targeting its audience more specifically.
Because this German all-news-channel is still new in the broadcast environment, its
primary concern is to establish a loyal audience. In 1993 N-TV reached 62% o f all
German households. N-TV also hopes to increase its advertising earnings to operate more
profitably in the future with a steady increase in audience share (F.A.Z.).
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The Financial Future of A.R.D. and Z.D.F.

The financial future of the two public service networks is in serious doubt.
A.R.D. is expected to be in debt $ 825 million by 1996. In 1992, the A.R.D. generated
$ 3.9 billion in license fees and only $ 211 million through the sales o f advertising. This
is not a profitable operation, inasmuch as the network needs approximately $ 4.8 billion
to break even (Variety).
Z.D.F.'s financial situation does not look quiet as dire as that of the A.R.D.
because the second German network was able to cover its recent losses through profits
from previous years. However, those savings from better times will soon be used up.
Financial experts predict that in less than two years, the Z.D.F. will also be
approximately $ 588 million in the red. The two public networks have embarked on a
strategy which is supposed to cut costs or at least curb spending additional money to
cover expenses. This “new” strategy will mainly affect two areas of high spending: the
production costs o f programs and salaries and benefits of employees. For several years
now, ZD.F. has reduced job positions and combined job areas in order to cut down on
employee expenses (Variety). Many jobs have been terminated completely since the
beginning o f the 1990’s. New job assignments combine the duties o f previous positions,
creating more work and an increase in responsibility, while the monetary compensation
often remains unchanged. Furthermore, the ZD.F. is planning not to hire additional
personnel at least for the next several years. In addition, costly expansion plans into
digital technology and purchasing of new, state o f the art broadcast technology have been
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put on hold. With this strategy o f austerity, begun by the network in 1993, financial
experts hope to save close to $ 1 billion by 1996. However, financial predictions and
estimates show that these actions will not significantly change the projected financial
crisis by 1996, but merely reduce the anticipated debt by $ 23 million. The Z.D.F. has to
come up with more drastic measures in order to stay in business. Due to competition in
the private sector, which is financially in a much stronger, healthier position, the two
govemmentally subsidized television networks try to reserve cuts in programming as a
last resort. Network executives o f A.R.D. and Z.D.F. are well aware that cuts and
reductions in program quality, as well as variety, would be cutting the network’s main
artery o f life (Variety).

Private Cluster Ownership

In 1985, the establishment o f private television stations was seen as a enrichment
o f the TV industry in Germany. A decade later, this enrichment has leveled out to many
stations offering a “mainstream” program. The anticipated variety in quality
programming was a phenomenon which existed in the beginning, faded slowly over the
years, and is now, in 1995, merely an illusion. In addition, it is important to realize that
the leading private stations are owned and operated by two powerful media companies
Kirch /Springer and Bertelsmann / RTL which have a tight grip on the media market and
thus a large influence on approximately half o f the viewing population. Ironically,
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A.RD. and Z.D.F. were founded under the Broadcast Policy which tried to defuse the
power in media (Streitfragen). Cluster ownership in broadcasting, as well as print media,
is seen by many people as a potentially dangerous development in a democratic system
which has had problems in the past with individuals or powerful interest groups misusing
the media as a tool to influence people. While the public service networks were
restricted through the Broadcast Policy and could be monitored and controlled by
supervisory bodies o f the government, the private competition has found a way around
these limitations.
The private cluster ownership was mainly possible because the Broadcast Policy
does not imply private competitors in the fashion in which they exist today in Germany.
The continuous growth o f commercial TV facilities in recent years allowed media giants
with their own stations to become more influential and powerful. It also provided them
with influence and control over some smaller TV competitors in the market. Leo Kirch,
a media mogul, for example owns large movie libraries and broadcast licenses which
gives him monopoly status, financially and economically, as far as programming is
concerned. This powerful position allows Kirch to put tremendous pressure on other
private competitors including the public service TV networks with their desire for a well
balanced, high quality programming (Streitfragen).
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Problems and Concerns

This development which was once intended to happen naturally and
democratically, without a central power, has failed. The current market situation allows
media giants like Kirch, with influence in media and economy, to not only control
entertainment programs, but influence such areas as political questions where they can
portray their point of view and ideological position. While there have been laws for
more than twenty years regulating cluster ownership in the German print media, there are
very few restrictions in the electronic media, benefiting the fusion and accumulation of
private stations by a single owner. The question which comes to mind is why there are
no laws limiting the power of private television (Streitfragen).
Many broadcast media specialists share the opinion that the growth o f the private
TV industry in Germany needs to be controlled and monitored to some degree to
guarantee the future existence of the public service television networks A.R.D. and
Z.D.F. and to maintain a healthy balance in the dual broadcast environment in Germany
in the years to come (Streitfragen).
Other countries, such as the United Kingdom, dealing with the same issue of
commercial and public competitors have managed to prevent the extinction o f the public
television providers and further the expansion o f both sides. The German government is
planning to restructure the media regulations within the next years, which would
ultimately allow a better control o f the private television sector, their growth and the
monopoly status of some owners (Streitfi-agen). However, new regulations would likely
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not have a large effect on existing broadcast facilities, their structure or ownership. It
might be difficult to prevent, in 1996, growth and ownership that should have been better
monitored and controlled a long time ago. In addition, digital television is scheduled to
be available in Germany by 1996, with an estimated 150 TV channels, enriching a
broadcast market that many TV viewers believe is already saturated. In a few years it
could be almost impossible to save the position o f A.R.D, and Z.D.F., especially given
the fact that at the end of 1994, the government and other supporting bodies funding their
operation were questioning the feasibility OÏA.R.D. and considering possible termination
of the network in its current form and structure (Streitfragen).

Summarv

The main reason why the two major public service TV networks are having
serious financial problems today is the fact that significant changes within the broadcast
market have taken place during the last decade seriously threatening the position and
ultimately the existence o f the public service television providers. Changes in the
broadcast media environment itself, as well as changes in the German society and
viewers, contributed to today’s financial crisis 2XA.R.D. and ZD.F.
The establishment and growth of the private TV industry in Germany, started in
1985, is another reason why A.R.D. and Z.D.F. are no longer dominating the TV market.
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During the last ten years the private TV competitors have continuously increased their
audience share and advertising revenue.
Before 1985, A.R.D. and Z.D.F. equally shared the German television audience.
During recent years, more and more viewers switched from A.R.D. and Z.D.F. to the
various private channels. The commercial stations’ popularity has to do vrith the diverse
programming and the targeting o f different audience interest, age groups, and with
different program structure. For many viewers, especially the younger generation, this
new variety o f channels offered a refreshing change from the rather conservative
programming o f A.R.D. and Z.D.F.
Consequently, audience and market share of the private stations increased over
the years, securing a stronger position for many private stations in the German broadcast
industry. For many national and international advertisers the “new” TV stations offered
better exposure for their products and services, especially for ads targeting specific age
groups. Many of the private stations became financially strong through the additional
advertising revenue allowing them to buy expensive quality programming and licensing
rights. The public service networks, however, were experiencing major financial losses
from both the switch of the advertising sponsors and the legal restrictions governing their
advertising abilities. For A.R.D. and Z.D.F. advertising revenue is a critical part o f the
operating budget because the monies collected through broadcasting user fees are not
sufficient to cover the entire operating budget.
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In addition to programming and production price increases in the last decade, it
has become difficult for the public service networks to effectively compete with the
programming o f the financially stronger commercial television providers.
In 1995, the future OÏA.R.D. and Z.D.F. is uncertain. The existing private market
is still expanding their programming and operation facilities utilizing the high revenue
earnings from advertising and new television channels. The once dominate public
service rivals are downsizing many areas o f their operations in order to cut costs and stay
in service, but are in debt by several hundred million German marks. The future of
A.R.D. and Z.D.F. looks bleak.
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